
RP2 cannot cope with background growth

Each passing day seems to bring a new figure for the supposed capacity benefits of RP2 - the latest
from Chris Stokes is 211%, although even Jerry Marshall has settled down to claiming just a 138%
increase.

Chris Stokes’ report for the 51M group of local authorities sets out to show that conventional upgrades
to existing routes can more than match the additional capacity offered by HS2. This alternative is
based on infrastructure works said to enable operation of extra trains, train lengthening to 12 cars
(except for Liverpool where the physical works would be prohibitive), and conversion of some First
Class accommodation to Standard.

The trouble is that this figure of 211% is only achieved by three devices:

 Comparing with a 2007/8 base rather than the position after implementation of committed
schemes including lengthening of peak trains to 11 cars;

 Considering Standard Class capacity only, not total capacity on trains, as if First Class did not
exist;

 Calculating capacity as an all-day average, ignoring the specific needs of peak hours.

Committed schemes, principally lengthening of 31 Pendolinos from 9 to 11 coaches plus building four
new 11 car trains, will increase capacity irrespective of the “Optimised Alternative”, and so represent
the base against which that alternative should be compared. Chris does not acknowledge this, but
gives information that allows us to take account of it. On his own figures, his proposals increase
capacity only by 74% compared with the position as it will be after introduction of selected 11-car
trains in 2012/3. So what happens if we also take account of the other two flaws?

It’s all very well implying that First Class is hardly used, by quoting all-day average load factors of
20% for First Class. But First Class is essentially an issue for peak hours – any use made of it
between the peaks, even on advance purchase cheap tickets, is a nice bit of extra revenue, but not
the reason for its existence. So that 20% average conceals the true situation where First Class is
heavily used at high fares in the peaks - that figure would be achieved by 100% loading on 20% of
trains. Packing the off-peak with extra and longer trains, as RP2 does, is of little use to anyone, so
that negligible economic benefits arise, and claimed low load factors simply represent unusable
capacity.

This is not just a quibble. Peaks cannot be brushed aside – they are an inevitable feature of a
transport system run for the benefit of people who like to be active in daylight, and live and work
together. What would you say about a train company that answered a complaint about peak
overcrowding by saying that it doesn’t matter because there are free seats at midday? In business
case terms, the peaks are when the major economic benefits of a project arise, and when farebox
income and, even more so, fares yield, are highest.

It’s a fair assumption that peak hour trains will be worked by the 11-car sets from 2012/3 – that is
what they are for. So the only extra capacity that Chris could offer in the peaks would have to come
from extra trains, plus further extension of trains (LIverpools excepted) to 12 cars, with some First
Class seating converted to Standard.

Chris attributes an extra 184,326 Standard Class seats per day to 30 additional trains each day. But
what extra trains is he offering? First, Chris quotes the DfT’s consultation document for the next
InterCity West Coast (ICWC) franchise as saying that there is currently a spare path each hour out of
Euston. What he doesn’t quote is that this path is available only in the off-peak periods. Using this
path may be a valid idea commercially, but an extra off-peak path is by definition irrelevant to the
peak capacity problem.

What, then, is his vision for the peak hours? The clue is in a schematic timetable for a specimen hour,
developed by the eminent and objective Jonathan Tyler, and given by Chris as Figure 1.1 in his
document. But is it a peak hour or what? Chris doesn’t actually say, so we must try to guess.



This timetable shows 11 ICWC trains in the specimen hour, an increase of 2 per hour over the current
off-peak service. So that sounds like a peak hour. It also shows 4 regional services per hour,
comparable with the current London Midland trains running on the fast lines out of Euston to
Northampton. But there are only two of these in each hour, peak or off-peak now, and as no-one is
suggesting that more are needed off-peak, this again implies that Chris has considered a peak hour.
But then his Figure 1.1 only shows six suburban trains from Euston – that sounds like a peak service
as there are only four in each off-peak hour now, until you realise that in a peak hour now there are 9
such trains. So, either Chris is talking about an off-peak hour or his proposals will lead to a severe
reduction in suburban services. Frankly, from what he writes, I can’t tell which he means, and it is a
rather important point.

Let’s assume it’s a peak hour he’s discussing, because it should be. The evening peak hour now
(trains leaving Euston between 1700 and 1759) on the Fast lines out of Euston has 13 trains, 11
ICWC and 2 London Midland. So Chris is not proposing any extra ICWC trains. That means that the
only extra capacity in his scheme comes from conversion of 11-car trains (Liverpools excepted) to 12,
and conversion of one First Class coach to Standard. That adds 106 seats per train.

After the committed introduction of 11-car trains in 2012/3, the current peak hour service will feature:

 2 Pendolinos to Liverpool – 600 seats each

 3 Pendolinos to Manchester – 600 seats each

 3 Pendolinos to Birmingham – 600 seats each

 2 Pendolinos to Glasgow – 600 seats each

 Plus two Voyager sets working on the Chester service, another 492 seats.

That’s a total of 6492 seats.

In place of that, Chris offers:

 4 Pendolinos to Manchester – 706 seats each after conversion of one First Class coach to
Standard

 3 Pendolinos to Birmingham – also 706 seats each

 2 Pendolinos to Preston or Glasgow – also 706 seats each

 1 Pendolino to Liverpool – 618 seats (if we assume that conversion of one First Class coach
to Standard also applies to these)

 Plus two Voyager sets working on the Chester service, another 492 seats.

I make that 7464 seats, or an increase over the committed 2012/3 position of just 14%. Note that
Liverpool seems to lose one of its trains. But giving Chris the benefit of his own doubt, others have
suggested that the peak ICWC service out of Euston could actually have 12 trains per hour. If that 12th

train is the missing Liverpool, we get a total of 8082 seats, or an increase of less than 25%.

Where on Earth does that 211% come from, then? Basically, from ignoring the existence of First
Class seats, then not just from running extra trains at times when they can’t help the peak capacity
problem, but making them longer as well, so that extra costs for fuel and maintenance are incurred
every hour of the day, everywhere on the West Coast Main Line, to no purpose.

All this makes nonsense of the claim that RP2 or any variant of it can match the forecast background
growth of 102%. Before introduction of the December 2008 timetable, the evening peak hour from
Euston featured 9 Pendolinos with 9-cars and 442 seats, and one train worked by a pair of Voyagers,
with 492 seats, a total of 4470 seats. So the 8082 seats is an increase of less than 81%, well short of



the 102% increase required just to keep up with background growth. The following table shows how
the capacity measured in seats per hour would evolve for peak and off-peak hours under RP2 and the
possible variations to it proposed by HS2AA, AGHAST and the Taxpayers Alliance:

Seats per hour
from Euston

% increase versus
base

% increase versus
2012/3

commitment

Off-peak Peak Off-peak Peak
Off-
peak Peak

Base (2007/8) 2652 4470
December 2008 timetable on
completion of WCML Upgrade 3782 4912 42.61% 9.89%
2012 11-car trains for peak
services 3782 6492 42.61% 45.23%
2013 timetable, additional off-
peak train 4224 6492 59.28% 45.23%
Conversion of one 1st class
coach to Standard 4386 6672 65.38% 49.26% 3.84% 2.77%

11-car on all trains 5808 6672 119.00% 49.26% 37.50% 2.77%

12-car on all trains 6512 7376 145.55% 65.01% 54.17% 13.62%
Extra peak train on completion
of RP2 infrastructure works 6512 8082 145.55% 80.81% 54.17% 24.49%

So even making the most optimistic assumptions about capacity, neither RP2 nor any extension of it
will cater in the peaks for the most pessimistic assumption of 102% background growth, let alone for
any persistence of actual historic growth, whilst over-providing fruitlessly for the off-peak.

But it’s worse than that. Of course, background growth, meaning growth basically driven by GDP, is
going to be just the sort of traffic that likes to travel in the peaks, so we can expect that peak growth to
be higher still. And background growth isn’t all there is to it, as there is also traffic shifting to rail in the
face of rising fuel prices, road congestion and so on. We don’t need to forecast growth from 2008 to
2010 - we know it was about 5% a year, way ahead of the annual background growth figure. And
there is no sign of that growth slowing.

RP2 would also jeopardise the reliability of the whole service through trying to operate at close to
peak levels of service continuously, as anyone with credible knowledge and experience would agree.
Meanwhile the capital costs for extensions to it have been underestimated – I do not find any mention
by Chris Stokes or Jerry Marshall, for instance, of the costs of lengthening maintenance depots to
take 12-car trains, whereas Longsight (Manchester) is difficult enough to alter to take the 11-car trains
that will operate from 2012/3, and would probably require complete reconstruction or even
replacement.

The most optimistic incremental capacity output truly attributable to RP2 and on which a business
case should be based, is 24%. I cannot see that this will support a business case for the major capital
works involved, especially if you distinguish between the capacity resulting from the (relatively!) cheap
and easy features such as train lengthening, and that actually triggered by the major infrastructure
works. The ultimate output in terms of InterCity West Coast train numbers as enabled by the
infrastructure items comes down to one train per peak hour, and the idea that that is ever going to
make a business case for major items (14 km of new railway around Stafford, for instance, costed at
£1.112 billion) is not credible.

All in all, RP2 and even the most optimistic variants of it:
• Provide extra capacity mainly at times of day when it is not needed, whilst incurring excessive

operating costs for so doing;
• Cannot cater even for background growth at peak times, let alone for any likely actual growth;
• Will dictate worse local services as well as ruling out improvements;
• Have no scope for further development.
• Depend on capital works for which the incremental output cannot possibly make a business

case.



So if anything is not going to happen it is RP2! HS2AA and AGHAST will be quite happy with this as
their only interest in the West Coast Main Line and RP2 is in playing a numbers game to damage the
case for HS2.

Ironically, the RP2 proponents have missed that the best business case for a conventional upgrade
would arise from lengthening just the 35 planned 11-car trains to 12 for peak services, not the whole
fleet so as to cart fresh air round the Cumbrian Fells at midday. You could get the 81% increase in
total peak capacity by doing just that. But that would mean admitting that RP2 could not cope with
background growth, as they wouldn’t get the dramatic headline capacity figures which depend on
providing capacity off-peak when it is not needed. And there’s the rub - these headline figures are
more important to them than making a business case for a serious scheme that we would be happy to
go ahead with.

Cancel HS2 and you will never hear from the likes of HS2AA or AGHAST again. They will not be
campaigning for “RP2 Now!” – RP2 will have served its purpose for them. The rest of us, however, will
suffer in our daily working lives by the stalemate and stagnation in rail services that would result if
HS2 were not to proceed.


